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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new,

easy-to-use numbering system! Cannon fire! That's what Jack and Annie hear when the Magic Tree

House whisks them back to the time of the American Civil War. There they meet a famous nurse

named Clara Barton and do their best to help wounded soldiers. It is their hardest journey in time

yetâ€”and the one that will make the most difference to their own lives! Did you know that thereâ€™s

a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,

perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging

adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact

Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with

Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
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Traveling back in time from the rumbling thunderstorms of present-day Frog Creek, Pennsylvania, to

the booming of Civil War cannonballs near Richmond, Virginia, Jack and Annie set out on their 21st

Magic Tree House adventure. The mysterious Morgan le Fay, magical librarian of Camelot, the

long-ago kingdom of King Arthur, has left the brother and sister a message in their magic tree



house, asking for their help saving Camelot. "Please find these four special kinds of writing for my

library: Something to follow, Something to send, Something to learn, Something to lend." Jack and

Annie enthusiastically transport themselves to a field near the fighting, and soon are enlisted as

volunteer nurses assisting none other than Clara Barton, legendary "Angel of the Battlefield," as she

drives her horse-drawn ambulance right onto the battlefields to help save wounded

soldiers--including one with a very special connection to Jack and Annie.  Mary Pope Osborne's

tremendously popular Magic Tree House series launches into a new realm, as Jack and Annie are

challenged to save Camelot. Young readers will effortlessly learn the basics of Civil War history,

while losing themselves in another gripping tale that has turned many a nonreader into a bookworm.

(Ages 5 to 8) --Emilie Coulter

In the newest Magic Tree House adventure, Jack and Annie are whisked back to the Civil War

where they meet Clara Barton and save the life of their very own great-great-great-grand-father.

These books are a cry of relief from the five minute books we usually read with our son and they

have already taught him so much about science, nature, and particularly history. Jack and Annie,

the lead characters in the series, travel through time and meet with prominent historical figures such

as Equipment Queens, take a trip to the moon, spend a day with Abraham Lincoln, land in camp

with General George Washington as he is ready to cross the Delaware, and even convince a young

Mozart to continue his pursuit in music.They are well written books that peak interest in subjects

young kids may not yet have access to and have accompanying research guides that give detailed

back stories and historical guides to the subjects covered in the novels. Although the intended

audience of the series seem to be for children around 8 - 10, our five year old becomes engulfed in

the stories every single evening, always looking forward to what adventure Jack and Annie are

heading for next. also tend to have a wider availability of the series than book stores like Barnes and

Nobel at prices up to half the cost of the same.

A good kids book to add to the series. This is a part of the Magic Tree House series and it

encourages young people to read. It has nice illustrations but not on every page. It has historical

facts woven into the fantasy of the tail. The different books are loosely connected by including the

major characters in each book.

My son loves these books. I love that it teaches him age appropriate history that we can follow up



with the fact trackers.

excellent quality

My son loves these books!!!!

Great read for young people interested in history -- book included in our community's give-away of

books at our library conducted in conjunction with the Detroit Lakes, MN rededication of the Grand

Army of the Republic Park, 150th anniversary of the end of the Civil War and the death of President

Lincoln.

Even though the subject matter is a little heavy, history is accurately approached in a "kid friendly"

way for early chapter book readers. I am now onto purchasing the 3rd set of this series for my

granddaughter who just started reading. Perfect condition, slight discount (hard to find on this

series) and shipped out immediately. Very satisfied.

We love these books! We read a chapter or two every single night! They're fun for our daughter and

educational for parents!
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